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1. Point of Information – when a debater asks a
question or clarification from the opponent
(these may come at any time EXCEPT for
protected time)
2. Point of Order – when a debater thinks that
a rule of Parli Debate has been broken (these
may come at ANY time and the clock should
be stopped while the students and judge
decide how to proceed)
3. Point of Personal Privilege – when a debater
feels personally insulted or offended by
something said (these are rare and should be
used with discretion; the clock also stops)
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proposition is more true than false) then they should
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Q: What happens if a rule is broken during the
debate?
A: Usually the students will work through the issues
during the debate right in front of you. You as judge
get the final say, so go with your gut (and use the rule
sheet provided for reference).
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